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Extreme Energy Solutions gets listed on THE OCMX™
As a recognized industry leader, Extreme Energy Solutions is setting a new pace with
innovations that move you; solving challenges with technology that meet environmental
initiatives for commercial, industrial, government, and private clients-consumers alike.
Each technology and product line is designed with the purpose in reaching both economic and
environmental sustainability for stakeholders across multiple platforms, providing a return on
investment while lessening one’s environmental impact.
The OCMX™ is pleased to announce the listing of Extreme Energy Solutions to its online portal which
offers Investors and Advisors the ability to participate in this opportunity.
The OCMX™ has spent considerable time completing its due diligence on Extreme Energy Solutions
and concluded that there is indeed a tremendous opportunity for Investors and Advisors.
The OCMX™ noted that Extreme Energy Solutions exhibits the main components of any solid
investment opportunity, namely a solid management team, a great track record, and a number of
key competitive advantages.

OPPORTUNITY HIGHLIGHTS
1 Extreme Energy Solutions is a standout in the industries it serves. Having already earned multiple
industry awards and accolades, Extreme’s innovation has already proven themselves in the lab
and in real time.
2 Extreme’s product lines are market ready, as proof of concept have already been developed
including third party lab testing, long term durability and usage testing, and regional market
segment launches.
3 Extreme offers established brands with brand recognition in selected market segments enhanced
by strategic marketing partnerships within automotive racing, environmental justice, and nonprofit community circles.
4 Extreme Energy Solutions innovative approach and technologies aim to assist audiences who face
the challenges of leading mandates and global initiatives as the products are designed to interface
with multiple user categories and applications.
5 Extreme innovations are very affordable and are some of the only technologies in its class to
provide a return on investment as they impact efficiency and performance.

MANAGEMENT TEAM
Extreme Energy Solutions is led by Samuel K. Burlum, a well-seasoned, well versed and creative
individual who has brought the company from concept and start-up to market introduction and
launch. Mr. Burlum serves not only in an executive capacity, but also is a technology innovator,
marketer, master strategist, and recognized authority in his field.
Mr. Kabeer Minhas leads the company’s efforts in the Middle East and in India, and has brought the
company and potential clients to the final negotiating table with deals that have consummated and
are pending which include partnerships with private, public, and trade entities. Mr. Minhas has an
extensive track record of successes in procurement of deals within the Middle East-Asia Region, and
leverages these successes to continue the vision and purpose of Extreme Energy Solutions.
Mr. Jeffrey Smith has served the Company in a wide number of capacities, including marketing,
business development, vendor relations, public relations, project management, communications, and
as a host to foreign delegation guests. Mr. Smith lends his talents and skill craft to manage multiple
projects and duties simultaneously while keeping a well-informed public through multiple marketing
and public relations platforms.
Tommy Vigh Jr. is a brand ambassador for Extreme Energy Solutions and serves as a notable figure in
the racing community. Vigh represents the Company on and off the track, connecting the Company’s
brands and products with general consumers, business to business clients, and with other notable
brands. Vigh is a well-known in the world of motorsports and has volunteered and continues to assist
the company during its times of growth.
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